SECOND SPOT ADMISSION TO B.Tech PROGRAMMES
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
1. SPOT admission to the vacant seats of B.Tech Programmes of
Cochin University of Science and Technology is scheduled to
be conducted on 27th and 28th of November 2020 through
online mode and the registration for the same will be open
from 5pm on 23th November to 5pm on 24th November 2020.
2. Those candidates included in the rank list published for
admission to B.Tech Programmes of the University can
register for SPOT admission through the link enabled in their
home page.
3. The registered candidates will be called for an online meeting
in the order of their rank and they will be considered for
admission to the vacant seats on the basis of their eligibility.
The details of the online meeting along with meeting link will
be sent to the registered email address of the candidates.
4. There will be a second round in this spot admission and the
vacant seats in all reservation categories except KSC and KST
will be converted to General category for allotment in this
round.
5. The candidates who have got allotment in the first round will
not be considered in the second round.
6. The second round of spot admission will be conducted on
Monday, the 30th November 2020 and the meet link for the
same will be communicated after completion of the first
round.
7. The vacant seats under NRI category are also included in this
spot admission and those candidates included in the rank list
and not yet applied for seats under NRI quota also will be
considered for this seats. If get allotment, they need to pay an
additional amount of Rs.5000 towards application fee for NRI
seat.
8. Those candidates called for the online meeting and fail to
login before the stipulated joining time will not be considered
for admission in the particular spot admission.
9. If allotted, candidates need to upload the stipulated
certificates and remit the prescribed fee that day itself
through the candidate’s home page. If failed to do so, the

allotment given to that candidate will be cancelled and he/she
will not be considered for further spot admissions.
10. The Second SPOT admission for SC/ST candidates also will be
held simultaneously on these days.

